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Natural surfaces 
wow walls with a
Natural surface 



Enjoy sustainablE 
matErials by 
bringing naturE 
to your walls 
and surfacEs.
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feel
Curiosity is stirred and 
we move our hands 
and fingers across a 
tactile surface to feel 
its nuances and the 
individual parts of 
plants – leaf, stem, bud 
& husk.

the visual 
experieNce 
Thanks to a gentle 
production process, 
the natural features of 
scent, color and feel 
are preserved. Nature 
lovers will recognize 
the processed raw 
material at first sight.

smell. 
No artificial aromas or 
colors are added and 
so our Natural Surfaces 
smell according to their 
natural characteristics 
and help to improve the 
room athmosphere.

ExpEriEncE and 
Enjoy: 
People feel most comfortable in a natural 
environment. After all, humans perceive the world 
around them with all their senses. Close your eyes 
and enjoy the sensory experience.
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Natural materials are mixed with an 
ecological binding agent and then pressed 
together during a careful pressing process 
into a thin layer – which may be 0.1 to 3 mm 
thick depending on the raw materials used. 
As a matter of practice, the natural surfaces 
are not treated and are delivered in their 
original quality.

make your spaces sparkle with orgaNoid® 
wallpaper oN flax backiNg or self-adhesive film!

about orgaNoid® Natural surfaces

ORGANOID® surfaces are practically 
emissions-free and allergy tested. They are 
free from ecological or other health concerns 
in addition to being climate friendly and 
manufactured in a CO2-neutral process in 
Tyrol, Austria.

In order to meet the very high standards of 
water, scratch, light and abrasion resistance, 
our surfaces can be sealed with conventional 
oils and varnishes.
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HomE 
bring sustainability to 

your space and enjoy the 
sensory experience.
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dElivEring naturE to 
your walls in a simplE 

and stylisH way.
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add natural valuE to 
your products witH 
organoids natural 
surfacEs.
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Enjoy sootHing scEnts on officE 
walls and surfacEs by adding 
natural surfacEs.
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bring your brand to 
lifE witH sustainablE 

matErials.

Enjoy sustainablE 
matErials for an 

inspiring
wow wall. 
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wE grEEn your 
company 

By using Organoids Natural Surfaces you are making a 
clear statement to your customers and employees that 
treating nature with respect is important to you. Adding 

natural surfaces allows you to approach the multiple 
senses of your customers.  
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no morE 
boring walls.
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Unit 7 Airton Close, 
Tallaght, D 24, 

Ireland

Tel: +353 1 567 6200
info@surfacewow.com

www.surfacewow.com


